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FROM THE PAGE TO THE STAGE 

 

This season, Theater at Monmouth’s Shakespeare in Maine Communities Tour brings 
classic literature to students across Maine with a 90-minute version of As You Like It. The 
text was adapted to streamline the plot and help students connect more strongly to 
Shakespeare’s verse, themes, and relevance to a modern audience. Shakespeare in Maine 
Communities’ workshops and extended residencies offer students the opportunity to study, 
explore, and view classic literature through performance.  
 

TAM’s Education Tours and complimentary 
programming challenge learners of all ages to 
explore the ideas, emotions, and principles 
contained in classic texts and to discover the 
connection between classic theatre and our 
modern world.  
 
Teacher Resource Guide articles and 
activities were developed to help students 
form a personal connection to the play before 
attending the production; Common Core-
aligned activities are included to explore the 
plays in the classroom before and after the 
performance.  
 
The best way to appreciate Shakespeare is to 
do Shakespeare. That means getting 
students up on their feet and physically, 
expressively, and vocally exploring his words. 
Using performance-based activities will help 
students to build a richer understanding of the 
text and identify with the characters and 
conflicts in the plays.  
 
Thank you for taking some of your classroom 
time to teach your students about As You Like 
It! If you need more information to support 
your preparation for the production, please 
email boxoffice@theateratmonmouth.org or    
call 207.933.2952  
  

Enjoy the show! 

  
Dawn McAndrews 
Producing Artistic Director  
Theater at Monmouth  
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 Touchstone & Audrey in the Forest of Arden 
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A SYNOPSIS OF WHAT HAPPENS IN THE PLAY  
“Men have died from time to time, and worms have eaten them, but not for love.”  

 
Orlando, the youngest son of the late Sir Rowland de Boys, 
complains to his old servant Adam that his older brother Oliver is 
neglecting his upbringing. After a violent altercation between the 
brothers, Oliver asks a wrestler, Charles, to injure Orlando in a 
match the following day. The match takes place at the court of 
Duke Frederick, who has usurped the position from his older 
brother Duke Senior and exiled him to the Forest of Arden. The 
banished Duke’s daughter, Rosalind, has been permitted to 
remain at court with her cousin Celia, Frederick’s daughter. 
Cheered on by Rosalind and Celia, Orlando defeats Charles. 
Afterwards, Rosalind and Orlando speak and fall in love. But 
when Duke Frederick banishes Rosalind from court, Celia 
resolves to run away with her to search for Duke Senior in the 

forest. To protect themselves, Rosalind disguises herself as a boy and takes the name Ganymede, 
and Celia takes the name Aliena.  
 
The court fool, Touchstone, goes with them. Adam warns Orlando of 
Oliver’s plot to kill him, and the two flee together. Celia, Rosalind and 
Touchstone arrive in Arden, tired and hungry. They meet a shepherd, 
Corin, and his young friend Silvius, who suffers from unrequited love 
for Phebe, a shepherdess. Rosalind and Celia decide to buy Corin’s 
master’s farm and sheep, and to remain in Arden. Orlando and Adam 
arrive in the forest and encounter Duke Senior and his followers 
(including the melancholy lord Jaques), who welcome them. Rosalind 
and Celia discover that Orlando is in Arden by finding his love poems 
to Rosalind hanging on the trees. 
 
Orlando (who does not recognize Rosalind in her disguise as a boy) 
tells “Ganymede” of his love for Rosalind, and she tells him that she will cure him of his love if he 
will pretend that she is Rosalind and woo her. Touchstone befriends the shepherds and falls in love 
with Audrey, a local girl. Rosalind overhears Phebe rejecting Silvius, and berates her for her 
coldness. Phebe, believing that Rosalind is a man, falls in love with her. Oliver arrives at Rosalind 
and Celia’s cottage and tells them that he had come to the forest in pursuit of Orlando, but that 
Orlando risked his own life to save him from a lion while he was sleeping. Oliver is ashamed of his 
former cruelty, and he and Orlando have reconciled.  

 
Orlando sends “Ganymede” a bloody bandage to show why 
he did not come to “woo” that day. Rosalind faints upon 
seeing the bandage. Oliver and Celia assist her into the 
cottage and fall in love. “Ganymede” promises Orlando that 
tomorrow she will bring Rosalind to him to be married, and 
also promises Silvius and Phebe that each will have what they 
desire. With everyone assembled the next day, Rosalind 
reveals her true identity. The unions of Rosalind and Orlando, 
Celia and Oliver, Audrey and Touchstone, and the resigned 
Phebe and Silvius are celebrated. Suddenly news arrives that 

Duke Frederick had pursued the young people into the forest, but upon encountering a religious 
old hermit has renounced his usurped dukedom to Duke Senior and will spend the rest of his days 
in the forest. The melancholy Jaques goes to join him, and the rest of the company celebrates. 
   

David Tennent as Touchstone 
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Rosalind Gives Orlando a Chain 

 The Rustics in the Forest of Arden 



WHO’S WHO IN THE PLAY 
There are seven actors in TAM’s 90-minute production of As You Like It. To play all the roles 
written by Shakespeare, some of the actors will need to play multiple parts—a convention also 
used in Shakespeare’s time. Here’s how the doubling works: 
 

Ray Souen: Rosalind / Audrey  
Rosalind is the daughter of the banished duke and cousin to Celia, she falls in love 
with Orlando after seeing him wrestle. She disguises herself as Ganymede to protect 
them in the forest. Audrey is a young goat-keeper who lives in the Forest of Arden. 
She is wooed by Touchstone and beloved by William.  
 

 
Catherine Buxton: Orlando / William  
Orlando is the youngest son of Sir Rowland de Boys who is treated very poorly by his 
oldest brother Oliver. Orlando falls in love with Rosalind at the wrestling match and 
flees to the forest when he is warned that his brother is plotting to kill him. William is 
a youth happily living in the forest and in love with Audrey.   
 
 
Parker Sera: Charles / LeBeau / Corin/ Duke Senior  
Charles is the wrestler that Orlando bests and wins Rosalind’s heart. LeBeau is a 
lord at Duke Frieda’s court. Corin is a shepherd in the Forest who matches wits with 
Touchstone. Duke Senior is the rightful Duke usurped by Frieda. 
 
 
 
Elliot Nye: Oliver / Silvius/ First Lord  
Oliver is the oldest son of Sir Rowland de boys. He is jealous of Orlando and treats 
their butler Adam with disdain. Silvius is a young shepherd morosely in love with 
Phebe. First Lord is one of the “Merry Men” living in the forest with the banished 
duke. 

 

 
Jamie Saunders: Duke Frieda / Jaques / Phebe  
Duke Frieda usurped Duke Senior and kept her niece Rosalind at the court as a 
playfellow to her own daughter Celia. Jaques is one of Duke Senior’s “Merry Men” 
though they are prone to bouts of melancholy. Phebe is a disdainful young 
shepherdess who has captured the heart of Silvius but has no interest in anyone but 
Ganymede (aka Rosalind in disguise). 
 

Ethan Miller: Adam / Touchstone  
Adam is the old Butler in the de Boys household who saves Orlando from his 
brother’s wrath. Touchstone is the court clown who runs away to the forest with 
Rosalind and Celia, falls in love with the rustic Audrey, and matches wits with the 
typically solemn Jaques.  
 
 
Kat Moraros: Celia / Amiens/ Dennis 
Celia is the daughter of Duke Frieda and cousin to Rosalind, they disguise 
themselves as Aliena and Ganymede for their travels. Amiens is the musician to 
Duke Senior in the forest.  Dennis is assistant to Oliver. 
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SOURCES & HISTORY 

As You Like It was probably written in 1599 or 1600. It does not appear in the list of Shakespeare’s 
plays that was published by Francis Meres in 1598. In 1600, however, Shakespeare’s acting 
company, the Lord Chamberlain’s Men, prevented the play from being published in order to 
keep it from being staged by other companies. It was finally published in the First Folio edition of 
Shakespeare’s plays in 1623. 
 
Shakespeare based As You Like It on a popular novel of the day, Rosalynde by Thomas Lodge, 
which was published in 1590. The novel was itself based on an earlier poem, “The Cook’s Tale of 
Gamelyn.” The novel Rosalynde clearly belongs to the genre known as pastoral romance, of which 
Sir Philip Sidney’s Arcadia is the best-known example. Pastoral romance was developed in 
classical Greece and Rome, and was revived by a number of Renaissance authors in Europe, 
including the Italian poet Petrarch. 
 
As with Rosalynde, the typical pastoral romance was written for educated courtiers and nobility, 
and presented an idealized vision of country life – a golden world in which shepherds and 
shepherdesses frolic and speak in poetry. Love was almost always the main topic of the pastoral 
— a romance between the country folk; or the love of a suave gentleman for some simple but 
adorable country girl; or a romance between two nobles who, for some implausible reason find 
themselves temporarily in the country, having to deal with country life. Because the pastoral 
romance, being based on a classical model, was considered “high literature,” the courtiers and 
shepherds alike tend to speak in complex classical allusions and Latin proverbs. 
 
While Shakespeare follows the basic plot of Lodge’s Rosalynde and uses many of its main 
characters, he also makes some significant changes. The characters of Touchstone and Jaques, 
as well as Audrey, Amiens, William, and LeBeau, were invented by Shakespeare. The long 
introductory sections of Lodge’s story were significantly cut by Shakespeare, who moves the action 
of the play very quickly to the Forest of Arden. The play’s villains, Oliver and the Duke Frederick, 
are significantly less villainous than in Lodge’s version, and Shakespeare presents the young 
lovers more realistically than Lodge’s models of courtly elegance. 
 
In fact, Shakespeare’s play seems to be in some ways a gentle parody of its source and the genre 
of pastoral romance. The many love sonnets of Lodge’s version reappear in Shakespeare as the 
comically bad love poetry of Orlando. The Touchstone-Audrey and Phoebe-Silvius subplots 
present less than perfect versions of romance and mock the hyper-romantic Petrarchan ideal.  
 
Rosalind, for her part, seems much more interested in winning Orlando’s respect than his starry-
eyed adoration. Since the day the Lord Chamberlain’s Men succeeded in restricting production 
rights to the play, As You Like It has been one of Shakespeare’s most popular and most frequently 

produced plays. Rosalind has the longest role of any of Shakespeare’s female characters, and 
has become a favorite part for actresses. In 1961, at age 24, Vanessa Redgrave launched her 
acting career into stardom by playing a barefoot, tomboyish Rosalind in Stratford, England. 
 
Other famous Rosalind’s over the years have included Katherine Hepburn, Maggie Smith, Helen 

Mirren, Helena Bonham Carter, and even Adrian Lester in an award-winning 1991 all-male 
production with Cheek by Jowl Theatre Company at the Royal Shakespeare Company. Beloved by 
critics and audiences alike, As You Like It seems to have led many to agree with George 
Saintsbury’s 1898 remark that the play is “one of the topmost things in Shakespeare, the 

masterpiece of romantic comedy, one of the great type-dramas of the world.”   
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SHAKESPEARE’S FOOLS    

The word ‘fool’ is rather loosely used these days but it is a technical term in Shakespeare’s plays. 
The fool in Elizabethan Drama is someone employed to entertain a king or a duke or any other rich 
person who needs entertaining. The convention in Elizabethan drama is that the fool is the most 
insightful and intelligent person in the play. He is not to be confused with a clown: in 
Shakespeare’s time ‘clown’ was a simple rural man—a rustic.  
 
The fool is a very important character in a Shakespeare play fulfilling two important functions:  

1. The Fool has license to speak truth to power with no holds barred and acts like the chorus 
in Greek drama—commenting on the characters and the action for the benefit of the 
audience.  

2. The Fool is usually the wisest character in the play, often dismissed as just ‘the jester’  
 
Other Shakespearean characters are often referred to as fools including Bottom in A As You Like It 
Night’s Dream, Launce in Two Gentlemen of Verona, and Dogberry in Much Ado About Nothing 
but while these characters may behave foolishly, they are not technically true Shakespearean 
fools. The three true fools in Shakespeare’s plays are the following: 
 

Feste in Twelfth Night 
Feste is probably the most famous of Shakespeare’s fools. His 
job is to entertain by singing and dancing, and making jokes, 
but he is an important member of Olivia’s household because 
of her respect for him. He is highly intelligent with an 
extraordinary command of language. Olivia constantly asks his 
opinion. Apart from his jestering activities he plays a major 
dramatic role in the plot. Feste is both inside and outside the 
play, which makes him an almost postmodern character. 
 

 
Touchstone, in As You Like It 
Touchstone is Duke Frederick’s court jester. He is quick witted and an 
astute observer of human nature. His commentary on the other 
characters runs continuously throughout the play. He is quite cynical and 
his comments on the characters are often quite caustic. He is notable for 
his facility with language; he can twist any argument and he loves to 
nitpick about everything. He is full of wise sayings and frequently talks 
about the wisdom of foolishness. 
 

 
 
The Fool in King Lear 
Lear’s fool does not have a name and is called, simply, ‘Fool.’ He is 
Lear’s constant companion and accompanies him on his journey into 
madness and eventually death when he, just before Lear’s death, is 
hanged by those who have imprisoned Lear. In this play the fool 
functions as the consciousness of the king; the Fool is Lear’s alter ego 
and constantly commenting on Lear’s relentless folly. When Lear finally 
achieves a measure of understanding about how lacking in wisdom he 
has been there is no need for the Fool, who dies. 
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THE EMPOWERMENT OF WOMEN IN SHAKESPEAREAN COMEDY 
The "Daughter"/"Niece" binary in As You Like It by Richard Laws 
 
The "daughter" and "niece" archetypes, of course, are not universally applicable to all women in 
Shakespeare's comedies. In As You Like It, there are other female characters which defy such 
classification. Phoebe, for example, exhibits traits of both "niece" (in her willful pursuit of the 
erstwhile Ganymede) and "daughter" (as when she readily submits to Ganymede's stipulation that 
she marry Silvius), while the country wench Audrey cannot easily be assigned to either category.  
Still, the archetypes once again prove useful in an examination of the relative empowerment of the 
play's central female characters, Rosalind and Celia. 
 
On the surface, Rosalind appears to be one of the most independent, and thus empowered, 
women in any of Shakespeare's works.  Like Beatrice with Benedick, Rosalind is able to dictate 
completely the terms of her relationship with Orlando; throughout most of the play, he obeys her 
every whim – and this despite his belief that she is only a simulacrum of Rosalind.  In a time when 
marriage was customarily (judging by the texts) a business arrangement between the groom and 
the bride's father, Rosalind actually arranges her own union with Orlando, albeit in disguise (V.iv.5-
10); further, she even arranges the marriage of Silvius and Phoebe (V.ii, V.iv.11-25).  The dramatic 
irony of this chain of circumstances, in fact, is the basis for the play's comedic action: Ganymede, 
who exerts such control over the lives of others, is really a woman. 
 
It may be contended that Rosalind gets what she wants not because she is a truly empowered 
woman, but because she poses as a man, and that before adopting this disguise, she has no 
agency.  Duke Frederick, to whom Rosalind is a literal as well as archetypical niece, robs her of 
control over her own fate when he summarily banishes her from his court (I.iii.39-87).  Yet even 
here we can see that Rosalind already possesses the potential to become empowered.  When 
asked why she is sentenced to exile, the duke replies, "Let it suffice thee that I trust thee not . . . 
Thou art thy father's daughter" (I.iii.53, 56).  The duke, rightly or wrongly, views Rosalind as a 
threat, and only an empowered woman would pose a threat to him.  Viewed in this light, the 
masculine disguise only unlocks the latent power that the "niece" archetype already possesses. 
 
Celia, on the other hand, is clearly a "daughter" character.  Her sole act of volition in the entire play 
comes when she determines to join Rosalind in exile (I.iii.83-103), and even this one act of 
defiance is motivated more by Celia's loyalty to her cousin than by any desire of her own.  When, in 
the play's final act, Oliver determines to marry Celia, only Orlando is given any right of decision 
over her lot (V.ii.1-15); Celia has apparently consented to be wed (l. 7), but is not really a party to 
the negotiations. 
 
Thus, even while presenting a strong, independent female character, As You Like It seems to 
reinforce the patriarchal notion of women as subjugated beings. Rosalind exercises some control 
over her own destiny, but only after she disguises herself as a man; lacking such a guise, Celia is 
virtually powerless to determine her own fate. But this superficial view is an inadequate 
interpretation. The Ganymede disguise, indeed, the entire journey to Arden, is the crucible that 
releases Rosalind's latent personal power, but the power has always been there; like Kate and 
Bianca, she has always been a "niece." Celia remains subjugated not because she chooses to 
travel as a woman, but because she is, at heart, a dutiful "daughter." 
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The Forest of Arden & The Pastoral Tradition    
 
Pastoral literature features the idyllic life of the countryside, often 
among shepherds, as a romanticized contrast to the corruption 
and formalities of court life. The simple life outside of the city is 
painted as an environment of leisure, conversation, and deep 
thought. Within the pastoral drama, the protagonist flees the 
confines of the court, takes refuge in the countryside, and then 
returns to the city. The time spent in the “outskirts” allows the main 
characters to see the world differently, learn about themselves 
and the world around them, and often undergo a transformation. 
 
The Forest of Arden plays an important role in As You Like It and 
the pastoral tradition, distinguishing between the strict rules of 
court life and a place that simultaneously represents banishment 
and liberty. The forest is an archetypal location used to signify the 
wild unknown, a place of freedom, or a space in which magic and 
transformation can occur. 
 
The Forest of Arden is first described when Charles tells Oliver of 
Duke Senior's banishment: They say he is already in the Forest of Arden, and a many merry men 
with him; and there they live like the old Robin Hood of England: they say many young gentlemen 
flock to him every day, and fleet the time carelessly, as they did in the golden world. (Charles, 1.1) 
 
In this description Charles references both the tale of Robin Hood and the mythological and idyllic 
"golden age" of years past that involved relaxation and everlasting spring time, painting the forest 
in a positive and gentle light. 
 
As Celia and Rosalind prepare to flee the court after Rosalind's banishment, Celia declares: 
“Now go we in content 
To liberty, and not to banishment.” (Celia, act 1, scene 3) 
 
Celia puts a positive spin on banishment, seeing it as an opportunity for freedom from the tyranny 
of court life. Act II of As You Like It opens in the Forest of Arden, calling it a place "exempt from 
public haunt.” However, the Forest of Arden is not completely golden. Members of the court have 
mixed feelings about the wild unknown. Touchstone is instantly turned off by the idea of living in 
the countryside: 
 
"Ay, now am I in Arden. . . When I was at home I was in a better place." 
(Touchstone, act 2, scene 4) 

 
At the play’s close all are met within the Forest—the bitter feuds 
between brothers ends; Hymen, the god of marriage, officiates the 
marriages of Rosalind and Orlando, Celia and Oliver, Phoebe and 
Silvius, and Audrey and Touchstone; and Duke Frederick returns 
the throne to Duke Senior. The guests celebrate all that has 
occurred at Arden, knowing they will soon end their pastoral 
sojourn and return to the royal court.   
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TOUCHSTONE & JAQUES: MOTLEY FOOL AND 
MELANCHOLY PHILOSOPHER 
By Archibald I. Leyasmeyer, associate professor of English at the University of Minnesota 
 

Shakespeare’s most important addition to his source 
materials was the introduction of the two key commentators: 
Jaques, melancholy, sad, satiric and solemn, and 
Touchstone, the ironic, laughing observer. They are the 
reality testers, regularly undercutting the potential 
sweetness of the traditional pastoral setting. Jaques is the 
satirist of life everywhere, finding it empty, miserable and 
sad, while Touchstone cheerfully challenges and mocks 
most everything, seeing the human existence full of folly and 
absurdity. [Jaques] is a familiar figure from two extensive 
literary traditions. 
 

One is melancholy, the other satire. Melancholy is one of the most vague, diverse, amorphous and 
important topics in English literature across many centuries. Its roots go back to the medieval period 
(and far beyond), and it was of great interest in Elizabethan England, as we can see from the numerous 
works that deal with this subject produced by all kinds of poets, playwrights, and scholars. 
 
Satire is such a mixed dish of attitudes. It exposes, ridicules, derides, attacks human behavior and 
attitudes. It operates with contempt, but regularly claims the expectation of reform. It can be mild and 
gentle, or fierce and destructive; comic and funny, or deeply tragic; playful and witty, or full of moral 
indignation. The satirist can be the objective observer, the wise fool, the angry moralist (Jonathan 
Swift’s savage indignation lacerating his heart), the cynical commentator, the playful exposer of human 
frailty, the tragic participant. 
 
His famous “All the world’s a stage” speech, recited by innumerable school-children across the ages, 
contains memorable rhetoric, but it is essentially hollow and abstract, sadly cynical, denying value in the 
human experience. One can gain much insight by going over it, age by age, and considering what has 
been left out. Mostly, it is joy and achievement. The speech, ultimately, is not all that far removed from 
Macbeth’s “tale told by an idiot,” suggesting meaninglessness, a mere shallow performance. 
 
Touchstone is the other significant commentator, important in defining things. Jaques reports to the 
company with great glee, “A fool, a fool! I met a fool i’th’ forest, / A motley fool,” and while the forest is 
full of fools and foolishness, this one is special: “O noble fool!/ A worthy fool!” The fool was a familiar 
presence in Elizabethan plays and life. The “natural fool” was the genuinely mad, insane, unstable, 
seriously disturbed person.  
 
Bedlam was full of them. The professional fool, by contrast, was an artist, an entertainer, who could 
sing, dance and play, a commentator, an interpreter, a social satirist. The professional fools, also called 
allowed or licensed fools, were privileged jesters. 
 
Touchstone is a significant commentator on the human scene, but unlike Jaques, he is also an eager 
participant, both as a fool and a lover. He is a fool, by definition, and he is determined to be a part of the 
circle of love. He knows that sexuality is the great leveler. We all, Dukes, courtiers, fools, servants, 
shepherds, vicars, audience members, whether at the Globe or the Guthrie, dream dreams of sexual 
glory, desire to participate, attempt to partake of it. It is one of the most basic needs of our lives, one of 
the basic realities of comedy, the guarantor of the continuation of our human carnival, with all its 
delights and follies. Through much of the play Touchstone has deflated the familiar, exaggerated and 
idealized views of love with sharp wit and a vivid dose of realism, but he knows all too well our 
passionate needs (“man hath his desires”) and appreciates the value of a vital and sexual woman. He 
may have operated with a child’s comical view of romance and sexuality, but at the close of the play he 
insists on being with the lovers.   
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THE GOLDEN AGE OF HOLLYWOOD 
 

Theater at Monmouth’s production of As You Like It takes place during the Golden Age of 
Hollywood, on location in the deserts outside of Los Angeles. Below is some information 
on that “Golden Age” that informed the choices for characters, costumes, and scenery. 
 

 
The Golden Age of Hollywood refers to the time period of American cinema, which began with the 
commencement of sound films in 1927 and ended with the onset of World War II in 1939. 
It was a formative period for American cinema, as it was then that Hollywood grew from a small 
film-production center into one of the world’s largest centers. 

 
The United States was undergoing a major 
economic boom during this period and 
Hollywood became a thriving place to work for 
actors, directors and other film professionals. 
Many classic films were produced during this 
time, including Singin’ in the Rain and Gone 
with the Wind. 
 
The Golden Age of Hollywood refers to the 
period from the early 1930s to the late 1940s, when Hollywood was at the 
height of its golden age and dominated the film industry in terms of both 
critical acclaim and commercial success. The Golden Age is so called 
because it was a time in which many movie stars were at their peak and 

when many classic films were released.  
 
Many critics cite Citizen Kane, directed by Orson Welles, as one of the best movies ever made, 
and also one of the pinnacles of the Golden Age of Hollywood. The Golden Age also saw an 
increase in popularity for movie musicals; one year alone saw the release of 42 musical films.  
 

Other popular movies include The Wizard of Oz 
(1939) starring Judy Garland, Gone with the Wind 
(1939), starring Vivien Leigh and Clark Gable, and 
Casablanca (1942) starring Humphrey Bogart and 
Ingrid Bergman. 
 
The Golden Age began with the arrival of sound 
films because it was then that Hollywood became 
more profitable due to the widespread use of movie theaters. This is 
why some people refer to it as “the talkies” or “the arrival of sound”. 
During this time, many people flocked to Hollywood from all around the 
world to become actors or actresses. 
 

The influx resulted in a large number of high-quality films being made each year, which is why this 
period is considered so successful in terms of filmmaking. Many classic films were produced during 
this time and it contributed greatly to America’s growing influence on global cinema. It was also 
during this time that movie stars were born. 
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COLLABORATING ON DESIGN CONCEPT 
 
This activity will provide your students with insight into theatrical design and practical experience in 
the creative process that stage designers use when establishing the world of a play.  
 
Essential Question:  How can we communicate the specific world of a play to an audience using 
characterization and analysis of the text?   
 
Objectives:   

• Examine the plot, characters, and themes of the play 

• Explore what happens in the play and what the play is about to inform design choices 

• Analyze design choices based on playwright’s intentions and relevancy to a modern 
audience 

 
Overview: The job of theatrical designers is to support the director’s vision and interpret the 
playwright’s intentions by using costumes, sets, lights, and sound to create the world of the play for 
a modern audience. Each designer’s work should: 

• Evoke the mood and tone of the production 

• Specify the time and place  

• Clarify relationships between characters 
Designers read the play many times searching for clues contained in the text about the look and 
feel of the play. They research the period in which the play was written as well as analyzing the 
plot and characters for visual motifs. The design team meets with the director to brainstorm a 
specific concept or approach to the play. The designers collaborate to ensure that all of the 
elements come together in a cohesive manner.  
 
Activity:  

1. Divide students into teams of five with each member assuming the role of one of the artistic 
team for the production: director, sets, costumes, lights, and sound. Ask students to discuss 
the plot, character, time and place, and overall concept for the production. 

a. Determine the mood of the production from beginning to end. How might it influence 
the design? 

b. Decide where to set As You Like It to make it the most relevant for your audience?  
(Coaching) Remind students that the concept must work for the entire play—not just 
certain scenes.  

c. What images or motifs occur repeatedly throughout the play? How would you show 
these onstage? What are the different locations of the play? 

2. Once a setting is decided, ask each group to research the time period in order to be as 
authentic as possible in creating the world of the play. 

3. Each member of the team should produce a creative representation of their design (a 
poster, sound clips, a collage, fabric swatches, and so on). 

4. Ask each group member to write a design/director statement in support of the concept, 
including the historical research that supports their decisions. 

5. Display the concept boards as a team and have each team present their concept to the 
class. 

 
Reflection: After students see the production, ask them to reflect on the design choices made by 
the TAM team. Compare and contrast TAM’s production concept with the students’ vision for the 
play. How were the designer choices similar or different? How did they serve the play? 
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ON SHAKESPEARE 
 
No man’s life has been the subject of more speculation 
than William Shakespeare’s. For all his fame and celebrity, 
Shakespeare’s personal history remains a mystery. We 
know a man named William Shakespeare was baptized at 
Stratford upon Avon on April 26, 1564, and was buried at 
Holy Trinity Church in Stratford on April 25, 1616. Tradition 
holds that he was born three days earlier, and that he died 
on his birthday—April 23—but this is perhaps more 
romantic myth than fact.  
 
Scholars assume that Shakespeare went to grammar 
school, since his father was first a member of the Stratford 
Council and later high bailiff. A grammar school education 
would have meant that Shakespeare was exposed to the 
rudiments of Latin rhetoric, logic, and literature.  
 
Church records tell us that banns (announcements) were 
published for the marriage of a William Shakespeare to an 
Ann Whatley in 1582. On November 27 of the same year a 
marriage license was granted to 18 year old William and 
26 year old Anne Hathaway. A daughter, Susanna, was born to the couple six months later. Twins, 
Hamnet and Judith, were born soon after. We know that Hamnet died in childhood on August 11, 
1596. We don’t know how the young Shakespeare came to travel to London or how he first came 
to the stage.  
 
Whatever the facts may be, it is clear that in the years between 1582 and 1592, William 
Shakespeare became involved in the London theatre scene as an actor and playwright. By 1594, 
Shakespeare was listed as a shareholder in the Lord Chamberlain’s Men, one of the most popular 
acting companies in London. He was a member of this company for the rest of his career, which 
lasted until 1611. When James I came to the throne in 1603, he issued a royal license to 
Shakespeare and his fellow players, inviting them to call themselves the King’s Men. In 1608, the 
King’s Men leased the Blackfriar’s Theatre in London. This theatre, which had artificial lighting and 
was probably heated, served as their winter playhouse. The famous Globe Theatre was their 
summer performance space.  
 
In 1616 Shakespeare’s daughter Judith married Thomas Quiney, the son of a neighbor in Stratford. 
Her father revised his will six weeks later; within a month he had died. The revised version of 
William Shakespeare’s will bequeathed his house and all the goods to his daughter Susanna and 
her husband Dr. John Hall, leaving Judith and Thomas only a small sum of money; his wife, who 
survived him, received the couple’s second best bed.  
 
In the years since Shakespeare’s death, he has risen from obscurity to the most read, adapted, 
and translated writer of all time. In the 1800s, his plays were so popular that many refused to 
believe that an actor from Stratford had written them. To this day some believe that Sir Francis 
Bacon or Edward DeVere, the Earl of Oxford, was the author. Still others prefer to believe that 
Walter Raleigh or Christopher Marlowe penned the lines attributed to Shakespeare. While most 
people are content to believe that genius can spring up in any social class or setting, the gap 
between the known facts and the myths that surround Shakespeare’s life leaves ample room for 
speculation. 
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The Chandos portrait of Shakespeare, 
painted 1601-1610. 
 



ON ELIZABETHAN ENGLAND 
                                                        

The age of Shakespeare was a great time in English 
history. During the reign of Elizabeth I (1558—1603), 
England emerged as the leading naval and 
commercial power of the Western world, 
consolidating this position with the defeat of the 
Spanish Armada in 1588. During this time, Elizabeth 
I firmly established the Church of England (begun by 
her father Henry VIII after a dispute with the Pope). 
London in the 16th century underwent a dramatic 
transformation; the population grew 400% between 
1500 and 1600, swelling to nearly 200,000 people in 
the city proper and outlying region by the time an 
emerging artist from Stratford came to town. A rising 
merchant middle class was carving out a productive 
livelihood, and the economy was booming. 
 

During Shakespeare's lifetime, England also experienced a tremendous cultural revival. This  
so-called English Renaissance found expression in architecture, music, literature, and drama. 
Shakespeare both drew inspiration from high and popular culture of the English Renaissance. 
Popular entertainment during the 16th century tended to be boisterous and often violent. Many men, 
women, and children attended public executions of criminals that took place on a regular basis, and 
persons of all social classes and genders attended theatre performances. The trade of bookmaking 
flourished during the period as public education fueled the appetite for great works in print.   
 
During the years 1590-1593, England suffered from an outbreak of terrible proportions; the bubonic 
plague or “Black Death” claimed so many lives that English society stood on the verge of collapse. 
Many businesses, including theatres, closed, in part to keep people from spreading the disease and 
in part because of the labor shortage that resulted from such widespread illness and death. Once 
the epidemic subsided, the theatres reopened and quickly 
regained their former popularity.  
 
This explosion of commerce and culture lasted throughout 
Elizabeth’s reign and into that of her successor, James I. 
James’ rule brought many changes to English life; the two 
most pivotal were a bankrupt economy and an intense 
dissatisfaction from a minority religious group—the 
Puritans. In September 1642, the Puritan Parliament 
issued an edict that forbade all stage plays and closed the 
theatres; an act that effectively brought to a close the 
Elizabethan Renaissance. Theatres rapidly fell into 
disrepair and neglect until the Restoration in 1660.  
 
In writing his plays and sonnets, William Shakespeare 
drew ideas from many different sources. His eye for 
detail and his understanding of human nature enabled 
him to create some of the most enduring works of drama 
and poetry ever produced. But his work also provides an 
insightful commentary on 16th-century English values, 
life, history, and thought.
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PERFORMANCES IN SHAKESPEARE’S TIME 
 

In Shakespeare’s day theatre was the most 
popular form of entertainment. The theatre 
district was located in Bankside, just 
outside of London across the Thames. 
Bankside was a seedy part of town known 
for its taverns, brothels, gambling houses, 
and bear baiting arenas. Playhouses were 
built to accommodate an audience of 
almost 3,000 people sitting in boxes, 
benches on the stage, or standing in the pit 
directly in front of the actors. As there was 
no electricity for lighting, performances 
started at 2:00pm to make the most of 
daylight.  
 

All classes came to the theatre; in one 
audience you could see nobleman, court 
dandies, and young apprentices. To pack 
the audiences, playhouses undersold all 
other popular entertainment—which 
included bear baiting arenas. A day at the 
Elizabethan theatre cost just one penny—

equivalent to the price of a movie ticket today.  For twopence or threepence more a 
patron could purchase a seat in the gallery and rent a cushion.  
 
In a typical season a theatre company might play six days a week, forty-nine weeks a 
year, and perform more than forty plays, over half of them brand new. Shakespeare’s 
company, The Lord Chamberlain’s Men (renamed The King’s Men after James I took 
the throne), was considered the most talented company of the time. Acting was not a 
well-respected profession at this time, and 
women were not allowed to perform on 
stage; boys performed all female parts, 
including Juliet and the Nurse in Romeo 
and Juliet. In a day when acting paid 
enough for the average actor to get by, the 
Lord Chamberlain’s Men did so well one or 
two company members became 
prosperous middle-class citizens. 
Shakespeare was writing for the stage in 
an exciting time where theatre was a fast 
paced popular form of entertainment 
attended by courtiers and whores, lawyers 
and cutpurses, tradesmen, and servants. 
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VERSE AND PROSE 

 
Iambic Pentameter 
Shakespeare wrote much of his dialogue in a form of poetry, following the rules regarding 
rhythm and meter that were commonly used in his time. The form he used is called iambic 
pentameter [call out]. “Iambic” means a line of iambs; iambs are two syllables together, the first 
one is unstressed and the second is stressed. For instance, say the word ‘today’—notice how 
the ‘day’ seems stronger than the ‘to’?  Try reversing the stresses and see how it sounds. 
“Pentameter” refers to the number of iambs in the line. Penta is the Greek word for five—think 
about the Pentagon and how many sides it has—so there are five iambs in each line. 

 

So iambic pentameter feels like a heartbeat: Short, Long; Short, Long; Short, Long; Short, 
Long; Short, Long. An actor uses scansion to interpret the meter of a piece of verse. It can tell 
the reader, the actor, and the audience important information about the character. 
 

ROMEO 
But soft, what light through yonder window breaks? 
 
Actors use the notation “∪” for unstressed syllables and “ / “ for stressed: 
 
  ∪      /      ∪       /        ∪        /   ∪     /     ∪     / 
But soft, what light through yonder window breaks? 
 

Actors use the meter as a clue to discover what Shakespeare's characters are feeling. The 
stressed words are usually the most important (or “operative”) words in a verse line. 
But sometimes the iambic pentameter lines are “irregular” (meaning they don’t have 10 
unstressed and stressed syllables) giving the actor another clue. For example, from Hamlet: 
 

HAMLET 
To be, or not to be: that is the question, 
 
  ∪   /    ∪    /  ∪    /     ∪    /   ∪      /    ∪ 
To be, or not to be: that is the question, 

 
Shakespeare could easily have had the line end with “quest” instead of “question” making it a 
regular line of verse. However, to show Hamlet’s state of questioning and imbalance 
Shakespeare gives the actor a line with an extra beat—11 syllables—to emphasize how he is 
feeling. This is called a feminine ending (because it ends unstressed and is therefore weaker). 
An actor might also choose to flip the stresses after the full stop in the center of the line (called a 
caesura), creating a trochee (a stressed/unstressed foot). 
 

Prose 
Shakespeare wrote his plays using two styles—verse and prose. Verse, the style used most by 
Shakespeare, is text written with a meter or rhythm. Prose is text written without meter or 
rhythm.  Prose is a more common form of speech, sounds more natural, and does not follow the 
rules or form of poetry. Prose is most often found in the comedies where servants or lower 
classes (or characters talking about “lewd” subjects) speak in prose. Shakespeare often uses 
the switch from verse to prose (or back) to indicate a change in emotion or mood within a scene. 
In Romeo and Juliet Mercutio switches from verse to prose and back again in the scene where 
he is killed.  Shakespeare’s shift from verse to prose provides a new and different way to 
convey not only wit and humor but also great depth of feeling and character. 
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BEFORE THE PERFORMANCE 

1.  Line at a Time 
Using a section of the text, type each line on a separate slip of paper and distribute so each 
student has one line. Working independently, students walk around the room reading their 
line aloud, experimenting with different inflections or ways of speaking. Regroup in a circle 
and ask each student to read her/his line aloud. Discuss questions about language or word 
choice. Ask students: 

• What might this play be about, based on the lines you heard? 

• What images came to mind when reading or hearing the line(s)? 

• What type of person do you imagine spoke the line(s)? 
 
 

2.  Rosalind as Hero? 
Rosalind is the intelligent, independent, and strong heroine in As You Like It and 
Shakespeare’s most fully realized female character. Who are our heroines today? What 
universal qualities make them admirable or do different cultures value different qualities? 
Ask students to research the women who had an integral part in advancing women’s roles 
and rights in society. Students should pick three women each from a different culture and 
time period. Students should create an audiovisual presentation about what life was like for 
women in their chosen culture and time period and explain how they helped pave the way 
for women’s rights. 
 

3.  Gender Roles in As You Like It 
Choose one of the scenes from the play that has both male and female characters in it and 
perform it out in class three times: once with an all-male cast (like in Shakespeare’s time), 
once with an all-female cast (like in many productions in our time), and once with the roles 
assigned according to gender. How does the casting affect your interpretation of the scene? 
Is one version inherently funnier or more tragic or more emotional? Discuss the various 
versions of the scene in light of the fact that, in Shakespeare’s time, all the female roles in 
the play would have been played by boys since it was illegal for women to appear on stage.   
 

4.  The Fifteen-Minute As You Like It 
Divide into five groups, and have each group take one act of the play. Your task is to create 
a three-minute version of your act, using only Shakespeare’s words. Choose carefully the 
lines from your act that carry the most important information and advance the story. When 
each group is done, you will have a 15-minute version of As You Like It which you can 
perform for one another. 
 
 

5.  In Disguise: How do people construct their own identities? 
Rosalind chooses to disguise herself as a man when she leaves the court. What freedoms 
does Rosalind’s new identity as Ganymede allow her? What becomes more complicated? 
Find some of Rosalind’s lines in the play to support your argument. Discuss the various 
reasons people choose to disguise themselves in contemporary society. How has the 
anonymity of online communities changed the way we relate to other people both online and 
off? Have students debate the pros and cons of online communities. Has the world of online 
anonymity impacted personal connections and relationships? Find three examples of both 
positive and negative ways that the online community has affected humanity. 
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AFTER THE PERFORMANCE 
 

1. Critics’ Corner 
Write a review of this production of As You Like it. Be sure to include specific information and 
your own reactions to both the acting and the design elements (like set and costumes). Explain 
what you liked about the production and what you would have done differently, and support your 
opinions. Then submit your review to Theater at Monmouth, or see if it can be published in your 
school newspaper. 
 

2. Constructing Identities  
Rosalind chooses to disguise herself as a man when she leaves the court. What freedoms 
does Rosalind’s new identity as Ganymede allow her? What becomes more complicated? 
Find some of Rosalind’s lines in the play to support your argument. 
 
Discuss the various reasons people choose to disguise themselves in contemporary society. 
How has the anonymity of online communities changed the way we relate to other people 
both online and off? 
 

3. (Re)Making History in Modern Times 
Shakespeare’s plays are continually adapted into other media and As You Like It is no 
exception. Check out a film adaptation of the work. Discuss how artists transform ideas from 
literature into their own original work. Have students create their own work of art based on 
As You Like It. Possibilities include a drawing, a poem, a short story, a video of a scene, or 
a piece of music. Work can be shared and displayed as students discuss their responses to 
the play. Create a class webpage, post the artworks, and share with TAM. 
 

4. Transformations or Becoming your True Self 
While you are watching As You Like It, notice which characters transform the most. What 
specific forces, situations or locales caused these changes? What types of transformations 
do people go through today? Have advancements in science and technology increased the 
likelihood of people transforming throughout their life? 
 
Have students choose one character from As You Like It and one person in modern 
society and map out both transformations. Create a comic strip of five panels to show the 
transformations. Include a caption about what is going on in each panel. 
 

5. Words, Words, Words 
Shakespeare used at least 15,000 different words in his plays and poems (some think it is 
closer to 30,000); the King James Bible used only 8,000. And when he couldn’t find the right 
word, he made up some of his own. The Oxford English Dictionary (OED) credits 
Shakespeare with introducing over 500 original words. Check out the list of Shakespeare’s 

“Frequently Encountered Words” at http://www.shakespeareswords.com/FEW. Then have 

students make up a few words of their own including definitions! 
 
We would love to read student writings or view the artwork they create in response to the 
play. Please send to: Theater at Monmouth, P.O. Box 385, Monmouth, ME 04259. 
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RESOURCES FOR TEACHERS AND STUDENTS 

Books on Shakespeare and As You Like It 

• Asimov, Isaac. Asimov’s Guide to Shakespeare. Doubleday, 1978 

• Greenblatt, Stephen. Will in the World. New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 2004. 

• Wells, Stanley and Sarah Stanton, Eds. The Cambridge Companion to Shakespeare on 
Stage. New York: Cambridge University Press, 2002. 

• Auden, W.H. Lectures on Shakespeare. New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 2000. 

• Crystal, David and Ben Crystal, Shakespeare’s Words: A Glossary and Language 
Companion, New York: Penguin Books, 2002. 

• Garber, Marjorie, Shakespeare After All, Pantheon, 2004. 

• Granville-Barker, Harley. Prefaces to Shakespeare. Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University 
Press, 1947. 

• Shapiro, James, Contested Will: Who Wrote Shakespeare? Simon & Schuster, 2001. 
 

 
As You Like It on Film 

• As You Like It, directed and adapted by Kenneth Branagh, with Bryce Dallas Howard as 
Rosalind, Romola Garai as Celia, David Oyelowo as Orlando, Adrian Lester as Oliver and 
Brian Blessed as the Dukes, 2006. 

• As You Like It, directed by Christine Edzard, with Emma Croft as Rosalind, Andrew Tiernan 
as Orlando and Oliver and James Fox as Jaques, 1992. 

• As You Like It, directed by Basil Coleman, with Helen Mirren as Rosalind, Brian Stirner as 
Orlando and Richard Easton as Duke Frederick, 1978. 

• As You Like It, directed by Paul Czinner, adapted by J.M. Barrie, with Elisabeth Bergner as 
Rosalind and Laurence Olivier as Orlando, 1936. 
 

Websites 

• PBS’s In Search of Shakespeare http://www.pbs.org/shakespeare/educators/ 

• Folger Shakespeare Library  http://www.folger.edu 

• MIT Shakespeare: Complete Works, http://the-tech.mit.edu/Shakespeare/ 
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Common Core Standards for English Language Arts & Literacy addressed in the 
Guide: Anchor Standards for Speaking and Listening 

• Comprehension and Collaboration 
o Prepare for and participate effectively in a range of conversations and 

collaborations with diverse partners, building on others’ ideas, and expressing 
their own clearly and persuasively. 

o Integrate and evaluate information presented in diverse media and formats, 
including visually, quantitatively, and orally. 

o Evaluate a speaker’s point of view, reasoning, and use of evidence and rhetoric. 
 

• Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas 
o Present information, findings, and supporting evidence such that listeners can 

follow the line of reasoning and the organization, development, and style are 
appropriate to task, purpose, and audience. 

o Make strategic use of digital media and visual displays of data to express 
information and enhance understanding of presentations. 

o Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and communicative tasks, demonstrating 
command of formal English when indicated or appropriate. 

 

http://www.pbs.org/shakespeare/educators/
http://www.folger.edu/
http://the-tech.mit.edu/Shakespeare/

